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Online Community Manager
A collection of photos and screenshots of past work experience

-While working at GMR Marketing in Toronto,
Canada, I was responsible for creating
experiences and generating content for various
social media platforms for multiple large scale
clients
-Planning, executing, and managing online
presence were all day to day activities. As the
event happens, I would take pictures and live
tweet, post to Facebook, or upload to their
respective websites
-Various promotions and user engagement
activities encouraged consumers to participate
in retweeting, “liking” on Facebook, and hit
counts on websites
-We’ll start with the NHL15 Product launch
where I travelled with NHL Super Star James
Van Riemsdyk to promote the launch of the new
video game “NHL 15”

-Here I am sitting
next to James.
Taking photos
throughout the day
and posting them
to the official
twitter handles and
Facebook pages in
real time while
encouraging
consumers to
participate in
contests
-Encouraging
event goers to
tweet their own
photos while
managing and
monitoring official
social media feeds

Many media appearances were lined up throughout
the product launch. I was to raise awareness via
social media and would like and retweet any
organic posts from viewers/consumers as well as
the TV or radio show’s tweets.

Behind the scenes during our “challenge the champ”
promotion where we invited a fan to play against
James for a chance to win a prize package.

RBC and Tiff (Toronto International Film Festival
event. Goal was to encourage consumers to
participate by pressing a button and winning a prize.
Consumers were then encouraged to post to social
media and retweet with our hashtags.

Managing an online presence is important and can
be done remotely through platforms such as Reddit,
Slack, Rocket Chat, etc.

0:27 mark = me :)

Working on a team with other Social Media
Managers, I was challenged to generate top notch
content, post frequently, and learned so much
about Social Media Management.

Another way to engage with followers is by hosting
promotions and giveaways. Here we posted photos
on our Instagram and encouraged followers to find
the location in Toronto, win a prize, and then Tweet
to their followers that they won.

By utilizing multiple platforms we were able to
maximize effective reach and ultimately
increased our “stickyness”.

Our Xbox One tour took us across both Canada and
the United States. I would travel in the Xbox truck
which had pull out televisions and Xbox One
consoles for consumers to play video games on.
The goal was to increase awareness of the Xbox
One product lineup as well as gain valuable Market
Research data.

The #XboxOne was used to enter all of our
promotions. Consumers could take a picture playing
a game, answer a short survey, and then post to their
social media accounts using the hashtag to be
entered into the draw.
At the end of the day I would compile the data and
construct a report analyzing the day’s progress.

We were also able to utilize other hashtags such as
#GamesWithGold to encourage other promotional
items during our tour.

I firmly believe that by creating positive
experiences and interactions, users are more
inclined to share, like, and interact in a beneficial
manner. My method utilizes this concept and I’ve
seen first hand how effective it is. Experiential
Marketing is the way of the future. “Hammer and
nail” marketing simply does not work in this day
and age.
I am no stranger to platforms such as Reddit,
Slack, Telegram, Facebook, Twitter, Rocket Chat,
etc. I am a massive fan and supporter of
blockchain technology and actively trade in
various coins such as OmiseGo, Ethereum,
Bitcoin, Ark, Metaverse ETP, and BAT.
I am more than eager to work with
cryptocurrencies and to launch the next chapter of
my career in blockchain technology.
“For every one good idea that made it to market, there were 1001 bad
ideas that had to be tried. Don’t be afraid of failing but instead be afraid of
not trying.” Matt Lewis

Thank You!

